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   February 24, 2003 
 
Rebecca G. Cox, Treasurer 
Continental Airlines, Inc. Employee Fund for a Better America 
1350 I Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20005 
 

Advisory Opinion No. 02-2003 
 
Dear Ms. Cox: 
 
Your request for an advisory opinion on behalf of the Continental Airlines, Inc. Employee Fund for a 
Better America (hereafter, CEFBA) was considered by the Commission at its meeting of February 24, 
2003, and the Commission directed me to issue the following response pursuant to N.J.S.A. 19:44A-
6f.  You have asked whether or not CEFBA is an “association or group,” as those terms are used in the 
New Jersey Campaign Contributions and Expenditures Reporting Act, N.J.S.A. 19:44A-1 et seq. 
(hereafter the Campaign Reporting Act), subject to the contribution limits applicable to an “association 
or group,” or is a “political committee” (hereafter, PC) or “continuing political committee” (hereafter, 
CPC) subject to the reporting and other requirements of the Campaign Reporting Act? 
 

Commission Opinion 
 
Under the facts you have submitted, the Commission concludes that CEFBA is an “association or 
group” subject to the contribution limits for an “association or group”; see N.J.S.A. 19:44A-11.3, 11.4, 
and 11.5 (as adjusted pursuant to N.J.S.A. 19:44A-7.2) and N.J.A.C. 19:25-11.2.  The Commission 
finds that CEFBA does not meet the Campaign Reporting Act’s definitions of a PC or CPC, and 
therefore does not acquire a reporting obligation as either a PC or CPC.  
 

Discussion 
 
The Commission considered three factors in determining that CEFBA is an “association or group” and 
not a PC or CPC. 
 

Major Purpose of CEFBA 
 

The first factor requires an examination of CEFBA’s financial activity to determine whether or not it is 
a “major purpose” of CEFBA to aid or promote New Jersey candidates or committees.  You indicated 
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in your inquiry that the CEFBA is a “federal political action committee organized for the purposes of 
promoting the business of Continental Airlines, Inc.”  Contributions to CEFBA come exclusively from 
Continental Airlines, Inc. employees, and CEFBA makes contributions to “federal and state candidates 
throughout the country.”  Most contributions to CEFBA are made by Texas residents because the 
corporation’s headquarters are in Houston.  You stated that only 5 of the 174 Continental employees 
contributing to CEFBA (or about 2% of the contributors) are New Jersey residents.  Further, less than 
two percent of the total funds received by CEFBA last year from Continental employees came from 
New Jersey residents, and CEFBA contributions to New Jersey candidates represented less than one 
percent of the total amount of its contributions to all candidates in 2002. 
 
Based upon the financial information you have supplied concerning calendar year 2002, the 
Commission finds that CEFBA’s New Jersey activity represents a minimal portion of its total receipts 
and total contribution activity.  The Commission concludes that it does not appear to be a “major 
purpose” of CEFBA to aid or promote candidates or committees in New Jersey, and that CEFBA is 
therefore not a PC or CPC.  If it were a “major purpose” of CEFBA to support New Jersey candidates 
or committees, CEFBA would by definition be either a PC or CPC because the definitions of PC and 
CPC provide that they be organized to aid or promote candidates for New Jersey elective public office 
or the passage or defeat of a public question; see N.J.S.A. 19:44A-3i and 19:44A-3n and N.J.A.C. 
19:25-1.7. 
 
In Advisory Opinion 06-2001, the Commission determined that the Democratic Governors’ 
Association (DGA) was an “association or group” and not a PC or CPC under the Campaign 
Reporting Act because its New Jersey election activity was “episodic and only a portion of its overall 
activities,” and its “major purpose” did not appear to be aiding or promoting New Jersey candidates or 
committees.  The Commission believes that its opinion with regard to CEFBA is consistent with the 
reasoning in Advisory Opinion 06-2001.  
 

Solicitation of Contributions by CEFBA 
 

The second factor requires a determination that CEFBA does not solicit contributions specifically to 
make contributions to New Jersey candidates or committees.  If, as the Commission noted in Advisory 
Opinion 06-2001, CEFBA “were to solicit contributions with the stated or principal purpose of making 
contributions to New Jersey candidates or committees,” CEFBA’s “major purpose” could be construed 
to be aiding or promoting New Jersey candidates or committees.  In that situation, CEFBA would 
become subject to the Campaign Reporting Act’s requirements as a PC or CPC.  You have stated that 
CEFBA “[e]mployees contribute without knowing what candidates will be supported or what issues 
will be endorsed by CEFBA,” and that solicitations to CEFBA employees contain no reference to New 
Jersey candidates or committees. The Commission therefore concludes that CEFBA’s method of 
soliciting contributions provides no evidence that its “major purpose” is to aid or promote New Jersey 
candidates and committees.  
 

CEFBA Reports Filed with the FEC 
 

The third factor considered by the Commission is whether or not CEFBA files reports with the Federal 
Election Commission (hereafter, FEC).  You stated in your inquiry that CEFBA is registered with the 
FEC and files monthly disclosure reports as required by the FEC.  Because information concerning 
CEFBA contribution and expenditures is available for public review and inspection from the FEC, 
treating CEFBA as an “association or group” does not result in an absence of public disclosure of 
CEFBA financial activity.  As it similarly concluded in Advisory Opinion 06-2001, the Commission 
notes that if CEFBA were required to file with the Commission as a PC or CPC, its reports would be 
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comprised largely of contribution and expenditure transactions that are not relevant to New Jersey 
election activity.  
 
Thank you for submitting this request and for your interest in the work of the Commission. 
 
 
  Very truly yours, 
 
                                                           ELECTION LAW ENFORCEMENT 
  COMMISSION 
 
 
                                                         By:_____________________________ 
   NEDDA G. MASSAR 
   Acting Legal Director 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 














